
From: Kambouzia <kambuzia@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2020 12:12 AM 

To: ARKADY DVORKOVICH <advorkovich@icloud.com> 

Cc: Bachar Kouatly <bkouatly@gmail.com>; Zurab Azmaiparashvili <azmai@hotmail.com>; FIDE 

Secretariat <office@fide.com> 

Subject: Annex 3.2.1 

  

Dear Mr.Arkady Dvorkovich 

FIDE President 

I have  received the Agenda of FIDE online General Assembly ,to be held on 6th December 2020, and 

noted that one of the topics( 3.2  Federation issues) is extensively addressing the suspension of the 

IRAN Chess Federation . 

I would like to draw the kind attention of the respectful presidential board  and the esteemed 

members of the FIDE,  to some points which are vital and  of importance. 

None of the attachments of the said agenda are legally and logically linked and attributable to Iran 

Chess Federation . Scrupulous looking into the attachments reveals that IRAN Chess federation has 

not played any part directly or indirectly . 

Suspending Iran chess , directly affects thousands of chess players  who earnestly devoted and  tied 

their lives to Chess and pinned hope to a future in which they may provide their ability and talent in 

international matches . now painfully disappointedand disenchanted , find themselves as the real 

victim of anaction which I sincerely  believe that could be  reviewed with leniency , prior to the  

General Assembly  

You and all of the members of FIDE are quite aware that long  years of hardworking on developing 

Chess in IRAN   is coming in fruition and being flourishing , top and brilliant Chess players have 

appeared on world scenes and tournaments 

I wholeheartedly request the presidential board and the members of FIDE , instead of taking any 

hasty decision of suspension of the country with numerous talented Chess players , consent to 

forming a committee tasked with building a bridge of sporting diplomacy ,striving for finding an 

acceptable solution within a fixed period of time. 

I highly appreciate  if you kindly attach this letter to the Agenda and let it to be circulated among the 

members of FIDE. 

Many thanks  

Best Regards 

H.Vice President  

MJ Kambouzia 
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